Simulation studies that use maps to generate georeferenced model input may be prone to errors in the definition and delineation of the map units. Our study aims at the estimation of errors in categorical data, i.e., a generalized soil and vegetation class map of the EU vs. a highly detailed Ž . soilrvegetation map of the Netherlands. From this, an error model evolves containing i an index Ž . of map purity and misclassified area fractions and ii indicator variograms describing the spatial autocorrelation structure of the degree of error at individual locations. Furthermore, we describe a method to evaluate the effect of these errors on the uncertainty of the outcome of the soil Ž . acidification model Simulation Model for Acidification's Regional Trends, version 2 SMART2 . This method involves the application of joint sequential simulation to produce equiprobable realisations of soilrvegetation maps. Results show that the errors in the EU-soilrvegetation map are considerable, because 69% of the area is misclassified when compared to highly detailed maps from the Netherlands. Simulated maps reproduced the error model for the dominant soilrvegetation map units well. Results of the uncertainty analyses show that errors in categorical data do have a pronounced influence on the uncertainty of SMART2 results. This influence was between 20% of the total variance for Al 3q concentrations and exceedance probabilities, and 40%-50% of the total variance for NO y concentrations and exceedance probabilities. A. Finke et al.r Geoderma 93 1999 177-194 178 
Introduction
In recent decades, increased knowledge of the behaviour of the soil-wateratmosphere system has led to the development of many computerized models. The basic uses of these models are to provide understanding of the current system status as well as to forecast future trends. Some of these models are the implementation of quantitative-mechanistic knowledge of relevant processes, while others contain qualitative-empirical expressions summarizing the net Ž . effect of a group of processes Hoosbeek and Bryant, 1992 . Usually, the type of approach chosen depends upon the spatial and temporal scale of application, the associated data availability and the knowledge of the system. De Vries et al. Ž . 1998 treat this issue in a family of soil acidification models involving i.a. the Ž . simulation Model for Acidification's Regional Trends SMART .
Ž . Simulation Model for Acidification's Regional Trends, version 2 SMART2 predicts the response of the soil solution concentrations below the root zone of seminatural vegetation due to changes in atmospheric deposition. The most important soil solution constituents that react to atmospheric deposition are, Ž y . Ž 3q . from an environmental viewpoint, nitrate NO and aluminium Al .
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SMART2 is a vertical one-layer model which is typically run on a point support, Ž . Ž . because i most input data are available for this support; ii upscaling of input data to the regional target scale is unwise since the model is not strictly linear to Ž . all its inputs, iii using this approach the distribution of point concentrations Ž . Ž . within blocks is obtained as well, and iv comparisons to point measurements can easily be made. SMART2 results always relate to seminatural vegetation and are usually transferred to the regional scale by upscaling 25-point support model outputs within each 5 km = 5 km block to 1 aggregated block median value. SMART2 needs input of 18 continuous soil and vegetation-related Ž . parameters, which are a function of soil and vegetation type Kros et al., 1999 .
The application of any model at any scale yields predictions with an associated error. Quantification of this error is important when the model is used to forecast future trends for different scenarios, because it determines the relevance and significance of the differences in the outcomes of two scenarios. In a deterministic system, the uncertainty in basic data and errors in the structure Ž . of the model itself are the two causes of prediction uncertainty Jansen, 1998 , and together they determine the prediction error. The basic input data for the Ž SMART2-model can be divided into categorical data e.g., soil type, vegetation . Ž . type and continuous data e.g., CEC, transpiration . Categorical data are often not direct input parameters to the model, but are used for stratification or estimation of the continuous data, e.g., soil hydraulic parameters may be estimated with different continuous pedotransfer functions in case of clayey and Ž . sandy soils Wosten et al., 1995 , or the average CEC value for a clay soil differs from that of a loess soil. This implies that errors in continuous parameters are subject to the categorical data too. A Monte Carlo analysis of uncer-( )tainty due to basic data should therefore follow a nested approach. Typical steps Ž . Ž . are i estimation of errors in categorical data; ii simulation of realisations of Ž . categorical data; iii estimation and simulation of errors in continuous data for Ž . each realisation of the categorical data; iv analyses of variance, whereby the uncertainty contributions of both types of data are separated. This paper focuses on the uncertainty of categorical input data to the soil Ž . acidification model SMART2. We limit ourselves to i estimation and expression of the uncertainty of the model input as long as it can be attributed to uncertainty in the categorical data, i.e., the underlying soil and vegetation maps, Ž . and ii simulation of the realisations of the categorical data which serves as part of the input for the uncertainty analysis. The method of the uncertainty analysis Ž itself, as well as the results obtained, has been reported elsewhere Kros et al., . 1999 and will only be summarized for the sake of completeness.
Material and methods

Description of data sets
The uncertainty analysis concerned the EU-wide application of the SMART2 model, using the available data for this area. For the estimation of errors in the categorical data, both the available EU-wide data as well as highly detailed data from The Netherlands were used, which served as ''ground truth''. For the Ž . simulation of the realisations of categorical data see below , EU data were used.
Ž . The original sources of the categorical data used on the EU-scale were i the Ž . digital 1:1,000,000 soil map of the EU EC, 1985 with minimal polygon sizes Ž . Ž . of approximately 2500 ha, and ii the CORINE-landcover database EC, 1993 , with pixel sizes of 25 ha. The original data sources covering The Netherlands Ž . Ž were i the digital 1:50,000 Soil Map of The Netherlands Steur and Heijink, . Ž . 1991 , with minimal polygon sizes of approximately 6 ha, and ii the land cover Ž database of the Netherlands, with a square pixel area of 0.0625 ha Thunnissen . et al., 1992 . These data were generalized into a limited number of classes and gridded to 1 Ž . Ž . km = 1 km cells EU-data and 25 m = 25 m cells NL-data . The dominant soil type and vegetation type were set for each grid cell after classifying soil types and land cover classes into a generalized legend of seven soil classes and four Ž . Kros et al., 1999 . By using these combinations for the simulations rather than each data type separately, the interdependencies between soil and land use categories were preserved. In total, 28 combinations of soil class and vegetation types were possible, both for the EU-data and the NL-data. From this point on, we will refer to the 1 km = 1 km EU soil-vegetation data as the SV-EU map and the 25 m = 25 m NL soil-vegetation data as the SV-NL map.
The purpose of the simulation was to produce realisations of the soilrland use map for the Netherlands suitable for modelling of nitrate and aluminium concentrations. Since the uncertainty of input data was to be taken into account as well, and the analysis was to be valid for the whole EU, data had to fulfil the Ž .Ž . following requirements Kleeschulte, 1997 : i the data must be available for Ž . the whole of Europe; ii the data must be harmonised according to a common Ž . nomenclature in order to avoid regional or national inconsistencies; iii the data Ž . should be available in a seamless database; iv the data should be available from one single source to avoid regional or national inconsistencies. This implies that the processed data should comply with the Eurostat-GISCO data format. Therefore, data were processed in 5 km = 5 km blocks on a regular grid.
( ) 2.2. Quantification of errors in categorical data map impurity
The categorical EU-data were based upon less detailed data sources than the NL-data, and therefore were expected to contain considerable more error than the NL-data. The working hypothesis of this study was that errors in the highly detailed NL-data were small compared to the EU-data, and therefore NL-data could be used as ground truth to estimate the errors in the EU-data. Also, the Ž . EU-maps were constructed independently by different surveyors of the NLmaps and are based on older surveys. The error in the detailed NL-maps is known to some extent. The fraction of the area occupied by a land cover type Ž . that actually corresponds to the classification the map purity is nearly 90% for Ž . the natural vegetations Noordman et al., 1997 . The target map purity of the Ž . soil map 1:50,000 is 70% Steur and Heijink, 1991 . This percentage is known Ž . to be less when the water table class part of the definition of map units is considered, but appears realistic when only parent material, calcareousness, soil type and texture class are considered, as in the current study. No data, however, were available to support this statement.
For convenience, we will refer to soil-vegetation combinations as EU-categories when they occur on the SV-EU map. The soil-vegetation combinations that appear on the SV-NL map within a SV-EU category will be referred to as ( )NL-classes. To quantify the degree of error within a EU-category, we introduced an indicator variable I for NL-class t within EU-category s:
Ž .
where EU x is the EU-category at location x and NL x is the ''true'' soilrvegetation class estimated by the NL-class at location x.
The agreement between EU-category s and NL-class t is then estimated by:
here n is the number of sample locations within EU-category s and denotes s Ž . an estimation. Within a GIS, the agreement p or the disagreement, 1 y p could Ž . also be estimated directly by: i overlaying SV-EU with SV-NL, and calculat-Ž . ing the area in each EU-category attributed to each NL-class; ii expressing these areas as area fractions by division through the total area in the category attributed to any of the distinguished soil-vegetation units. Water, built-up areas and agricultural landuse were not considered in the analysis. The fractions thus obtained equalled the estimated values of p of occurence of the above s,t indicator variables, and could also be termed NL-class impurity contributions to one EU-category.
As a first indication of the uncertainty due to map inaccuracies, the distribution of I needed to be known. Probability density functions of this type of t,s Ž . indicator variable follow the binomial distribution, and the variance of I x t,s was therefore calculated as:
Quantification of the spatial correlation structure of errors
The uncertainty analysis concerns expressing the uncertainty of model outputs Ž . at supports blocks exceeding those of SMART2. In this case, it was necessary to take the spatial correlation of model input parameters into account, to realistically assess the uncertainty due to within-block variability as well as that Ž . due to between-block variability Kros et al., 1999 . Since the current uncertainty analysis was based upon simulation of realisations, the spatial autocorrelation structure of the indicator variables needed to be estimated. The following procedure was followed.
Ž . i The map of an EU-category s was put into a separate coverage; Ž .
ii Within each cell of 1 km = 1 km in this coverage, 20 locations x were drawn at random;
Ž . iii In the coverage of the SV-NL map 25 m = 25 m cells , the actual soil Ž . type and vegetation t was looked up at each x; Ž . Ž . iv I x was calculated using Eq. 1; t,s Ž . v Assuming second-order stationarity, sample indicator variograms were Ž . determined for distances between 0 and 30 km, using x and I x with the t,s Ž . GSTAT-package Pebesma and Wesseling, 1997 ;  Ž . vi Variogram models were fitted to the sample variogram, using a weighed least-squares criterion. After having analyzed the sample variograms, it was decided to fit an exponential variogram in all cases:
Ž . where d h is 0 when the distance h is 0, and 1 in other cases, C is the nugget 0 variance, C q C is the sill variance and A is a parameter related to the range. 
Ž .
iii variograms are non-decreasing functions, and therefore the limiting variance of the variogram model must be larger than the estimated variance which is calculated, irrespective of the distance between observations. For these reasons: 
Simulation of soil r Õegetation maps
To match the objectives of the project, the algorithm selected for joint simulations should allow a truthful reproduction of the error model, i.e., the statistical properties. Therefore, the method employed to produce the realisations Ž . should fulfil the following prerequisites: i the error model is fully taken into Ž . account, and ii the spatial correlation of the error is incorporated.
By taking not only the misclassification for each class into account, but also how the misclassification is subdivided into all the remaining classes, the first prerequisite is met. The second prerequisite stems from the assumption that Ž misclassifications appear in clusters rather than at isolated points Kros et al., . 1999 and is satisfied by incorporating their spatial correlation structure into the error model. The realisations of categorical data were produced using joint Ž . sequential simulation Gomez-Hernandez and Journel, 1992 . For the simula-´ ( )Ž . tions, the GSTAT program Pebesma and Wesseling, 1997 was used. The simulation procedure employed in this study disregards both spatial correlation between different classes within a category, and spatial correlation across EU-category boundaries. However, the simulation procedure employed herein lends itself perfectly well to handling any type of cross-covariance matrix Ž . Gomez-Hernandez and Journel, 1992 , but this was considered to be beyond théś cope of this study.
For the simulation of soilrland classes, a sequential multiple indicator Ž . simulation for categorical variables Goovaerts, 1997, p. 423 is used. Condi-Ž . tioning on the true NL soilrland classes is obtained by using one uncondi-Ž . tional prior probability vector and a set of variograms for each NL class, in order to reproduce spatial correlation only within NL-classes. During the simulation, only previously simulated data within the same NL-class is used as conditioning data. Multiple realisations were obtained by repeating this procedure independently. For further details on sequential indicator simulation of Ž . categorical variables, we refer to Gomez-Hernandez and Journel 1992 andŽ . Deutsch and Journel 1992 .
To produce a map of one realisation, the following steps were performed. Ž . i For each of the 28 categories, or strata, the abundance of all classes within each specific stratum were simulated, yielding an indicator map for each class.
ii The indicator maps were converted to nominal classes by assigning a Ž number to each typical combination of soil and vegetation class i.e., coded . 0-27 .
iii The categories were combined to one single soilrvegetation map.
In the evaluation of the simulation results, the method for reproducing the Ž error model both the areal fraction of the classes and spatial correlation, i.e., the . variograms in the realisations was studied.
Simulations are conditioned if all realisations honour the hard data values at their locations. In this project, no hard data values in terms of field data were used. The use of such data was beyond the scope of this project, since for this, data should exist and be available on the European level. The methodology is thus also applicable in parts of Europe where no observation data are available. Therefore, the simulations were performed as unconditional in the sense that no conditional data in the form of point data were used.
Simulation was stratified, which implies that the simulation region is subdivided into subregions or strata. Each stratum, in this case an EU SrV map Ž . category, has its unconditional prior probability vector. By means of stratification, the known information was preserved. In the present study it implies that the boundary for each category is honoured. In this context, stratification can be seen as a way of conditioning known information, i.e., the areal extent of the categories.
For the evaluation of the simulated results, we quantified how the error model was reproduced in the realisations. The areal fraction of different classes within ( )each stratum was studied and compared to the error model. The spatial correlation of the simulated categories was studied by reconstructing experimental variograms for five different classes within the evaluated categories using randomly selected realisations. Variogram models were fitted and the variogram Ž . parameters sill, range and nugget were compared to the error model parameters. From the simulated maps, the classes within category SRrDEC and Ž . SRrHEA were used for illustration of the evaluation because 1 these cate-Ž . gories display an abundance of several classes, and 2 a wide range of measures of spatial correlation were found within these categories. 
Results and discussion
Map impurity
In both the EU-categories and the NL-classes, hypothetically 28 soil-vegetation combinations can occur. When overlaying the SV-EU and SV-NL maps, it occurred that the following soilrvegetation units do not occur in the SV-EU maps: SCrHEA, LNrGRP, PNrGRP and LNrCON. The EU maps seriously underestimate the area of loess soils in the Netherlands. CCrHEA does not occur only on the SV-NL map. Table 1 summarizes the areal fraction p within Ž each EU-category occupied by an NL-class. The purity of the EU-maps the fraction of EU-category where NL-classs EU-category; bold italic values in . Table 1 varies greatly between 0% and 74%. Some figures point to apparent misclassifications in the EU-map, e.g., all heather vegetations in calcareous clay soils in SV-EU are actually deciduous forests in SV-NL. The latter makes much more sense, since heather vegetations in the Netherlands originate from extensive grazing on poor sandy soils and do not occur on fertile clay soils. Many noncalcareous clay soils in SV-EU are actually poor sandy soils in SV-NL.
The overall-purity of the EU-maps equals 0.31, so 69% of the area is misclassified when compared to highly detailed NL-data. Based upon map purity estimates from the NL soil map and landcover map and assuming mutual independence, the purity of SV-NL would be roughly the product of the soil and vegetation map purity: 0.7 = 0.9 s 0.63. This assumption is probably invalid, Ž . because in the Netherlands semi natural vegetations are usually associated with Ž . poorer sandy soils. The actual purity would probably be between 0.63 and 0.70. Forgoing this invalidity and assuming independence between SV-EU and SV-NL too, the actual purity of SV-EU might be 0.31r0.63 s 0.45, which is still considerably lower than SV-NL. SV-EU and SV-NL can safely be assumed independent, because the production of both maps took place independently and Ž the base material for SV-EU existed before that of SV-NL SV-EU is no . generalization of SV-NL . Therefore, it can safely be assumed that a misclassification at any point in SV-NL has no relation to a possible misclassification at the same point in SV-EU. Because a precise quantification of the map impurity of SV-NL was beyond the scope of this study, we treated the SV-NL maps as if they were perfect, and did not correct differences between SV-EU and SV-NL for errors in SV-NL.
Spatial correlation
Exponential variograms were fitted to indicator variables relating to the larger areas on both the SV-EU and SV-NL maps. To avoid the work load of modelling variograms for SV-EUrSV-NL combinations that hardly ever occur, indicator variograms were only made for EU-categories occupying more than 1500 ha combined with NL-classes larger than 1500 ha also or occupying more than 2.5% of the area within this EU-category. Accordingly, 89 variograms were Ž . fitted, representing 97.8% of the area within SV-EU Table 2 .
The values of the range-related parameter A show that autocorrelation exists up to distances of between 240 m and several kilometers, since in exponential Ž . models, the practical range f 3 A Journel and Huijbregts, 1978 . The uncertainty about impurities in the SV-EU map does not increase beyond distances of a few kilometers, so if cell sizes are large enough, uncertainty inside these cells levels out. Aggregating of the output of the SMART2-model to cell sizes of a ( )few square kilometers therefore results in between-block variances that are mainly due to ''true'' soil variability. The coefficients used to correct fitted Ž . C q C to binominal variances vary between 0.8 and 14.7. The higher scaling 0 1 Ž . coefficients larger than 3 are nearly always accompanied with sample variograms that look more like hole-effect models than exponential models. In these Ž . cases 23 out of 89 fits , poor exponential fits can be expected, which did result in underestimated sills.
Map realisations
In Figs. 1 and 2 , the observed mean areal fractions, expressed as percentages, for each class within category SRrDEC are compared. According to the error model, 22 different classes are possible within this category. For the 22 classes, the abundance ranges from 0.03% to 29.7%. In Figs. 1 and 2 , a cross without a corresponding circle indicates that the simulation did not produce any cell of that class. Simulations 4 or 7 do not reproduce either two or four of the 22 NL-classes within the EU-category SRrDEC. This is due to the low abundance of these classes in the error model. The areal fractions of the other NL classes are reproduced nicely by the simulations. The spatial variability of the simulations was evaluated by comparing experimental variograms from simulated data to the fitted variogram for the error model. A number of randomly chosen simulations was plotted and the error model variogram was merged into the plot. Due to the resolution of simulation Ž . data 1 km = 1 km , a practical range larger than 1 km was necessary for this evaluation. Fig. 3 gives the experimental variograms for five simulations for the class SPrCON within the category SRrDEC. The range and the mean are determined for the error model to 733 m and 29.7%. As described in the previous section, the practical range for the error model can be determined to 2200 m. The five selected simulations show close agreement with the error model as far as the sill variance is concerned. The resolution of the simulated maps does not allow a comparison between simulated and error model semivariances at lags much smaller than the practical range. Likewise, Fig. 4 displays the class SPrGRP within the category SRrHEA. The range and the mean are determined by the error model to 1320 m and 5.3%, respectively. The experimental variograms based on simulated data indicate too small an abundance of the class SPrGRP to be able to reproduce the error model variogram. A small areal abundance for a class results in erratic estimates of experimental semivariances. 
Uncertainty analysis
To quantify the relative contributions of uncertainty in categorical data, in continuous soil parameters and in continuous vegetation parameters, an analysis of variance was conducted on block-aggregated model outputs. A complete description of the procedure, including the simulation of continuous parameters, Ž . is given by Kros et al. 1999 . In summary, for each of the 25 realisations of the soilrvegetation map, five realisations of the soil parameters were combined with five realisations of the vegetation parameters, so the Monte Carlo analysis comprised in total 25 = 5 = 5 s 625 input maps for each of the 18 continuous soil and vegetation-related input parameters to SMART2. One map contains 7435 1 km = 1 km grid input locations in The Netherlands. As exogenous inputs, the European coordination scenario was used, which is an official Ž . deposition scenario defined in the Dutch Environmental Outlook RIVM, 1997 with data sets for the years 1995, 2000, 2010 and 2020 . the maximum allowable concentration for drinking water within the EU . Outputs were aggregated to 5 km = 5 km blocks before analysis. Ž Results of the analysis for the year 1995 are given in Fig. 5 taken with . permission from Kros et al., 1999 . Fig. 5 shows clearly that uncertainty contributions from continuous soil data dominate the total uncertainty with respect to the Al 3q -related outputs, since variance contributions of these data vary between 55% and 70% of total variance. The effect of the uncertainty in soil vegetation maps comprises about 20% of the total variance, where the most serious contribution occurs in areas with low Al 3q concentrations, probably due Ž . to misclassification of the calcareous soils in the SV-EU map Kros et al., 1999 . For the nitrate-related model outputs, however, the effect of the uncertainty in Ž . the SV-EU map is dominant 40%-50% , and is comparable to the sum of the influences of uncertainty in continuous soil and vegetation data and their interactions.
Conclusions
Soil and vegetation maps that are used for EU-wide soil acidification risk assessment show a high level of impurity. Up to 69% of the area of The Netherlands is misclassified when compared to highly detailed soil and vegetation maps.
To quantify the effect of the uncertainty in these categorical data on the uncertainty of the soil acidification model SMART2, we successfully applied a Ž . method essentially comprising the following steps: i the construction of an error model describing the degree of misclassification and its spatial autocorrela-Ž . tion, and ii the drawing of map realisations by sequential multiple indicator Ž . simulation. Subsequent steps have been described elsewhere and involve iii drawings from the error distributions of continuous model input parameters and Ž . iv an analysis of variance to identify the effect of different sources of uncertainty.
The current study shows that errors in categorical data due to misclassification and scale do have a pronounced influence on the uncertainty of the results of SMART2. This influence varies with the output parameter being considered.
Ž . The uncertainty due to categorical data could be reduced by i validation of the classification of the categories in the SV-EU-maps, since many apparent mis-Ž . classifications exist, and ii substituting the SV-EU maps with data from more detailed sources, like the 1:250,000 soil maps which are available for considerable parts of Europe. 
